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The World’s Most Easy-to-Use Web Security Solution

Rock-Solid WAF
Protection against SQLi, XSS, LFI, RFI, Bad bots etc.

Website Health Monitoring
Monitors 60+ engines for website blacklisting

Data logging & Visualization
Helps you take data driven decisions

24x7 Support
Priority support on email and phone

Real-time Protection against Ever Evolving Web Threats
Astra protects your website against SQL injections, Cross Site Scripting, Local
File Inclusion, Remote File Inclusion, Bad Bots and much more. A security
solution that understands hackers’ perspective and stays ahead of their next
move. Made using OWASP standards, Astra stops millions of attacks every day.
Our visualization helps you take data driven decision while planning
architecture. Intuitive dashboard gives both a high level and a drilled down
view of security status of the website. We understand that every website isn’t
the same, so we have customization panel which lets you whitelist the
parameters which otherwise can be flagged as threats. A product that a CEO
finds maximum value in, a developer loves using and CIO can’t live without!

Highlights
Quick decisions,
no latency

Honeypots to trap
the hackers
Amazing visualization
& reporting

Intelligent firewall with ever evolving rule engine

No IT help needed

Your website is protected against the most advanced threats by our ever
expanding rule engine. Our proactive approach helps counter threats even
before they arise. The rule engine is customized for different CMS’s protecting
against CMS-specific attacks. Also, signatures of various tools used by hackers
are identified and rules specific to them are added on weekly basis.

Customized for
CMS’s: WordPress,
OpenCart, Joomla
etc

Easy to Deploy & Requires No Management
It takes five minutes to deploy Astra on your website. No DNS changes to be
done and no IT help required. Simply download the package from our website
and unzip it after uploading it on your server.
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Every website running Astra
gets this security seal
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SQL Injections
Hackers

GOOD TRAFFIC

24x7 protection

Good People

DDo

Bad Bots
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Feature

Benefit

Web Application Firewall
Automatic Blocking of Hackers
DDoS Protection (Layer 7)
Protection against Bad Bots
SQLi Protection

XSS Protection

LFI/RFI Protection
Directory Traversal Protection
Honeypot Systems

Hack attempts are stopped. If a threshold amount of attacks are
stopped from one IP then that IP is blocked automatically
Application layer DDoS attacks are stopped by rate limiting feature
Malicious bots trying to scrape data or inject malware are detected
and blocked. The bots list is regularly updated from our end.
One of the top ten in OWASP list and most exploited attack by
hackers. Our rule set ensures that any attempt at sql injection
attempt is prevented.
The famous Cross site scripting attack is choice of many hackers and is
often seen as a low hanging fruit. Astra protects seamlessly against
this attack.
Stops file inclusion attacks
Prevents traversal attacks where attacker is trying to extract sensitive
information from the website
Traps bots and hackers while they are in fingerprinting mode

IP Blocking/W hitelisting

Separate and customized rule set to protect against different CMS
specific threats
See complete security status of the website on our intuitive
dashboard
Block malicious IP’s and whitelist the trusted ones

Attacker Details

Attackers IP, browser, location, OS and more

Attack Vector Details

Details about the attack code being used to target site by the hacker

Login Activity Alert

Get notified whenever someone logs-into the website

Create Custom Exceptions

Customized Astra as per your site’s functionality

CMS specific Protection
Cloud Dashboard Visualizations

WAF Settings
Astra level

Set level of security to high, medium or low

Security Seal

Every website running Astra gets a dynamic security seal

Protection

Enable/disable Astra protection on-the-go

Reporting
Daily Report

Get daily reports on email giving daily website security status

Login Notifications

Every time a user logs into the website, an email alert is sent. Email
sent for failed login attempts too.

Rule Engine
Custom Rules

Web technology specific rules. Customized for CMS and threats.

Updates

Ever evolving rule set

OW ASP ModSecurity rule set

Derived from famous community driven ModSecurity project,
protects against OWASP listed threats
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